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Phylogenomics

Methods for building 
trees

Parkinson’s Disease



What is Phylogenomics?

The intersection 
between genomics 
and evolution. 



Why is phylogenomics important?



How do genes evolve?

Mutation, duplication, acquiring  
genes from a different species. 



What are homologs, orthologs & paralogs?



What are phylogenetic trees?



Why are phylogenetic trees important?

Order of evolution Evolution of complex features



Can different trees mean the same thing?



How are branch lengths determined?

Nucleotide substitutions/site



What kind of trees exist?

Rooted Unrooted



How are trees built?

By aligning sequences



How are sequences aligned?

Species 1:ACGGTACTTGCA
Species 2:ACGATACTCGCA

Species 1: ACGGTACTTGCA 

Species 3: GCGGCATTTGCG

Distance matrix



How are gaps handled?

Complete deletion and pairwise deletion



What are two methods to build trees?
Neighbor joining Maximum Likelihood



What is the neighbor joining method?

Distance matrix + cluster algorithm. Begin with star tree, more 
closely related species are 
clustered together.



What is the maximum likelihood method?

Focuses on probability: P(data | tree). Estimates unknown parameters 
in the model. Nucleotides are independent.

Branch length optimized



What are the pros and cons of each method?

Neighbor joining
Pros:
Fast cluster algorithm
Comparing large data sets
Cons:
Comparing very divergent 
species
Gaps in sequences

Maximum Likelihood 

Pros: 

Branch lengths provide 
important information 

Cons: 

Computationally demanding



What is Parkinson’s disease? 

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=0-t4RTQ0EsM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-t4RTQ0EsM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-t4RTQ0EsM


What causes Parkinson’s Disease?

These cells that 
make Dopamine die. 



What	is	a	Lewy	body?

Alpha-synuclein proteins form Lewy 
bodies

Lewy bodies impair/destroy 
neuron functions. 



How are Lewy bodies formed?

Misfolded 
proteins are not 
degraded.



Summary

Phylogeneomics is used to study the evolutionary 
past of a gene or species.

Neighbor joining and maximum likelihood methods 
are used to make accurate phylogenetic trees.

Parkinson’s Disease is a neurodegenerative 
disorder that is associated Lewy bodies. 





How is phylogenetics used to understand function of SNCA?

The true molecular function of SNCA is largely unknown
Evolutionary rate X structural information=functional 
change



Why is evolutionary structure important?

Molecular function largely unknown

SNCA is significant in multiple neurodegenerative disorders

Infer functional changes and their impact

Determines “critical region” in disease pathogenesis



Fig1: How are synuclein family members related?

Neighbor joining tree depicts 
ortholog and paralog evolutionary 

relationships. Branch length of 
SNCG indicate rapid evolution 



Where did synuclein homologs come from?

Note: Blast only identified vertebrate orthologs



What is gene duplication?

First duplication occurred at root of vertebrates resulting is SNCG paralog. Second duplication 
occurred after speciation of teleost fish



Fig 2a: What is the protein structure of SNCA?

Complete domain annotation of SNCA  to reveal protein 
architecture



How are structures conserved from orthologs to paralogs?

Human

O P



Table 1: Which nine amino acids 
diverged from the ancestral sequence?

lineage specific substitutions identified by ancestor reconstruction. One  

specific substitution to catarrhini lineage. 



Fig 3: What is the structural evolution of SNCA from the sarcopterygian ancestors?

9 A.A 2 A.A 1 A.A

Purifying selection



Table 2: How does purifying selection define structure  

Shows lineage specific substitution`s effects on backbone torsion angle. Torsions quantification showed 
32 to 58 of SNCA is continuously evolving at the structural level



What is a Ramchandran Plot?



What do Ramchandran plots tell us about protein conformation?

Protein sequence to understand conformation 

Conserved Conformation



Why are destabilized structures favored in conserved sequences?

Implies functional constraint. The critical region is 
necessary for proper conformation of the N-
terminal as well as NAC domain. SNCA 
assembles through  its N-terminal region   



How is SNCA Organized?

Amphipathic region=highly conserved. 
Involved in phospholipid interaction
NAC domain=conserved among orthologs
Acidic domain=conserved Tyr among 
SNCA orthologs

Missense mutations known to cause FPD all located in crucial 
region. Mut. A30P, H50Q,E46K, A53T, and G51D result in 

changes in lipid binding and NAC domains



Fig 4: How do structures of SNCA paralogs deviate?

structural deviations 
compared to SNCA

SNCB and SNCG are highly deviated in N-terminal and NAC domain. Arise after duplications 



Highly deviated crucial 32 to 58 N-terminal sequence 

Fig S3: What are the five structural mutants in Parkinson Disease?



Where are the N, NAC, and C domains?



Fig 5a: How is the functional significance of the critical region understood?

Performed an interaction study with Synphilin-1. Biochemical and NMR confirmed 
Synphilin-1 coiled-coil domain interacts with the N-terminal of SNCA

synphilin coiled-coil domain



Fig 5c/d: How have human specific interactions evolved?

Coiled-coil domain 
specific interaction in 

critical region of SNCA 

Mutations in SNCA alter 
protein interactions

A30P mut. shifted interaction completely to NAC domain



Destabilizing evolutionary substitutions allow protein stabilization upon binding to target

Fig S6: How have SNCA-SNCAIP interactions evolved? 



Highly selective forces regulating cellular mechanisms of SNCA. The N-
terminal is critical in normal cell function of SNCA as well as in pathogenesis

Conclusion



Summary
Phylogeny allows functional understanding from 

structural data

The critical region is important for normal function 
and mutations here cause Parkinson Disease

Identity of protein structure is a step closer to 
drug therapy for Parkinson Disease
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